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B412_E6_c83_645785.htm usxsee"> 范文一： I am the part of the

Green Campus The Olympic Games was hold in our country last

year. “Green and Environment-protecting ” is one of the Three

Themes of it. Our government has made a great effort in order to

protect the environment, build more green project to keep the

ecological balance, push the recycling economy, and protects the

water resource. As a university student, we should play an active role

in the actions aimed at the realization of green and

environment-protecting homeland. We will start it from ourselves,

our classmates, our friends and other people around us. We can stop

cars running through our campus streets. And in the bathrooms, we

will never leave the water running on after using. We will never throw

things everywhere without thinking, They are wrong. These things

are taking place everyday everywhere in our school. So, lets begin to

act! Dont talk loudly in public places. Turn off the water tap after

using it. After washing the clothes, use it to flash the toilet.Go to

school by bike or by bus instead of by private car. Save your pocket

money and contribute to environmental protection organizations.

Collect waste paper or bottles for recycling. Plant more trees and

flowers. We can start from every little thing around us to truly realize

the green campus. Publicize the theme of green and

environment-protecting, and let us really reach the “Green and

Environment-protecting” goal in our generation. This is the



responsibility of everyone who loves life and peace. 范文二： To

Create Green Campus Recently, more and more colleges have

realized the great importance of creating green campus, and it has

become a new trend throughout the whole country. Then, what does

it mean when we refer to green campus? On one hand, the

environmental protection is essential and undeniable, which is the

premise to this concept. On the other hand, it is far from enough to

meet the overall goals of green campus to simply maintain green

environment. Instead, it also requires the construction of active

cultural atmosphere among all the staff and students by our mutual

efforts. Therefore, in order to create green campus, first, it is

necessary that everyone consider themselves as the host of our

campus and be aware of the inspirations green house has brought to

us. More importantly, actions need to be taken to achieve the aims.

Last but not least, we can spread the spirit to a wider area to call upon

more people to join this promising project. 1. B 2. D 3. C 4. D 5. B 6.

A 7. C 8. qualified 9. recognizes 10. excellence 11. A 12. B 13. A 14. B

15. D 16. C 17. D 18. A 19. C 20. B 21. C 22. A 23. D 24. B 25. A 26.

C 27.C 28.A 29.B 30.D 31.A 32.C 33.A 34.D 35.B 36. classified 37.

background 38. album 39. appreciation 40. context 41. implies 42.

image 43. instruments 44. Descriptive writing in humanity,

particularly in literature, is often mixed with critical writing. 45. It

tells the reader how to do something, for example, explaining the

techniques used to show a film 46. Authors may actually use more

than one type of techniques in the given piece of informational

writing 47. K recruited 48. J recording 49. L total 50. C aspects 51. B



analyzed 52. H quality 53. N unsure 54. G established 55. A already

56. E contributing 57. C 58.B 59.D 60.C 61.A 62. A 63.B 64.D 65.A

66.C 67.D 68.D 69.A 70.C 71.B 72. A 73.B 74.D 75.C 76.D 77. A

78.A 79.B 80.A 81.C 82. D 83.B 84.C 85.A 86.D 87. You would not

have failed if___(按照我的指令去做) you had followed my

instructions。 88. Despite the hardship he encountered, Mark never

___(放弃对知识的追求) abandoned the pursuit of knowledge。

89. Scientists agree that it will be a long time before____(我们找到

治愈癌症的方法) we find the way to cure cancer。 90. Production

has to be increased considerably to ___ . (与消费者不断增长的需

求保持同步) keep up with the constantly growing demands of

consumers。 91. The more exercise you take, ____ 。(你越不大可

能感冒) the less likely you are to catch a cold。 100Test 下载频道
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